Editor's Note
by Roberta Nauman
Member ojSchool District U-46 Instructional Council

"Why District U-46?"
When some of my graduate students read Jonothan Kozot 's Savage
Insq uuliries, they wept-literally .
So often the plights of large school
districts with significant numbers of
at-risk students are viewed with despair rather than hope. Now Elgin,
Illinois, my home, is a far cry from
Camden, New Jersey. But just prior
to the arrival of Marvin Edwards,
who holds a doctorate from N.I.U.,
who was formerly the superinteodent of the Dallas, Texas, schools,
and who became Elgin's first African American superintendent of
schools, an aura of pessimism pervaded most discussions of the future
of Illinois' second largest district.
Edwards instituted bold initiatives on many fronts; and in 1994,
voters approved a multi-milliondollar referendum which enabled the
District to chart a new course. In
the Spring of 2000, they approved
another referendum to try to keep up
with the area's burgeoning population. Are the District's woes over?
Probably not. Have changes been
made which have improved the outlook for the children of
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U-46? Definitely.

I believed it i!taportant
in planning this issue
to chronicle some
of the things one
district attempted in
its turnaround, SO
that 0ther districts
CUH u
gather both
ideas and hope for
their own futures.
Following is a summary of the
District's accomplishments written
by Superintendent Edwards for the
people of the District just prior to
the March 21,2000, referendum. I
think readers will concede that it is
an impressive list of accomplishments.
It is interesting to note, however, that when staff members were
asked to choose topics on which to

focus, they chose aspects of curriculum redesign, minority teacher recruitment, efforts to locate giftedness among the District's growing
bilingual population, and changes in
the way the Board and Elgin Teachers Association have come to view
negotiations. The articles that have
resulted convey the attention and
determination that has been generated around fundamental issues,
even though not every accomplishment noted by Dr. Edwards is discussed.
With discussion of educational
excellence having been moved to
the front burner nationally, I believed it important in planning this
issue to chronicle some of the things
one district attempted in its turnaround, so that other districts can
gather both ideas and hope for their
own futures.
I extend my heartfelt appreciation to Ann Riebock, U-46 Assistant
Superintendent for Educational Services, my co-editor, for the work she
did in coaxing these "extra credit"
assignments from her colleagues.
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U-46: A Different District
Since 1994 Referendum
by Marvin Edwards
Superintendent of Elgin

"U-46 has experienced tremendous progress since. and as a result
of, the last referendum."It was an
insightfu I comment, and one worth
exploring as School District U-46
prepares for a bond referendum on
March 2 1. It came from one of the
community's business leaders during a recent discussion about the
upcoming election. "It's not the
same school system today," he said
in reference to improvements in
U-46 since the last referendum.
Indeed, much has been accomplished in what will soon be six
years since School District U-46
last asked voters to approve a referendum. In fact, in February. 1994,
voters approved two ballot issues:
one authorizing the sale of bonds for
facilities improvements, and another
authorizing an increase in the tax
rate for educational programs and
operating costs. The successful
1994 vote has played a key role in
allowir~gU-46 to make tremendous
progress. Ar~dthe co~ltinuationof
the positive trend is what the March
21 referendum is all about.
Thanks to the community's
generosity six years ago, the District
has been able to reverse a downward
financial spiral, eliminating a $29million accumulated budget deficit
and building a reserve that reached
$1 8-million at the end of last year.
The 1999-2000 school year marks
the sixth consecutive balanced
budget.

School Distric

The bond funds, along with interest earnings, developer donations,
and cost savings, made it possible
for the District to build six schools,
expand or renovate 38 existing
schools, and add an athletic stadium
and central kitchen for preparing
elementary school lunches. Meanwhile, labor strife cooled as a result
of interest-based bargaining and
long-term agreements with all employee unions.

Employees,
management, and
the communityjoined
together to develop
a collaborative,
decision-making
model called
the Partnership for
Excellence in Learning.
In a related effort, management, employees, and the community joined together to develop a
collaborative, decision-making
model called the Partnership for Excellence in Learning. More than 30
schools and school departments are
currently involved in the movement.
Most importantly, the additional
resources made it possible to
broaden opportunities for students

levels.
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and staff resulting in steadily improving achievement in the classroom.
Let's take a quick inventory of
some of the improvements and
achievements since 1994:
Curriculum in every major instructional area has been reviewed and revised with particular emphasis on reading,
mathematics and science. New
textbooks have been added and
library collections rebuilt.
The District has become a technology leader with each school
wired and tied into the Illternet.
Thousands o f computers are
now in classrooms and labs and
are playing a key role in the
learning program. Library collections have been enhanced
through on-line connections.
And, classrooms in schools
throughout the District are tied
together by video monitors.
A major emphasis had been
placed on helping the yourlgest
students get a strong start in
school with expansion of the
District's programs for preschool children, additional kindergarten opportunities, and a
new teacher-developed. kindergarten curriculum. To camplement this focus on the importance of early learning, U-46
has lowered the average class
size to 23 students at the kindergarten through grade two
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Additional resources have been
invested in reading at the elementary level, in schools with
high concentrations of at-risk
students, and in an intervention
program for students in danger
of not being promoted at the
elementary and middle schools
levels.
Academy programs, unique in
the Fox Valley and much of the
State. are now in their third year
of existence in each high school.
The programs-which give students a head start on their higher
education-include Science,
Engineering and High Technologq at Bartlett High School;
Gifted and Talented at Elgin;
Visual and Performing Arts at
Larkin; and World Languages
and International Studies at
Streamwood.
Career and technical education
programs have been revamped
and are offering cutting-edge
opportunities for high school
students interested in skills for
today's market place.
Composite results on the ACT
college entrance exam are
higher than they have ever been
at each high school and in each
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subject area tested. Most
importantly, they are above state
and national averages.
In the last six years, U-46 produced a record with 28 national
merit scholars and nearly 50
merit commended students
(those who place in the top five
percent of the merit competition).
During the same time, more
than one hundred U-46 students
were named National Advanced
Placement Scholars as a result
of high scores on college level
tests.
District students consistently
maintained math scores above
state averages on the IGAP, the
stare's testing program which is
being replaced by the standardsbased ISAT. In the last IGAP
reading exam given by the state,
U-46 scores were higher at
every grade level tested.
On the ITBS, the standardized
test used by U-46, District results are at or above national
norms.

signing a long-range, strategic plan
that included 168 recommendations
for improving U-46. After successful completion of the goals, the plan
recently was updated with 140 new
action strategies for improving the
quality of education over the next
five years.
Yes, U-46is a different school
system today than it was six years
ago. In 1994 we were asking voters
to throw a life line, and we've been
able to pull out of the hole.
This time we're not asking for a
tax rate increase, otlly authorization
to sell bonds (which will not require
an increase in the current rate). But
due to unparalleled growth in all
areas of the district, we must continue to build and renovate schools
so that staff and students can have a
quality environment for teaching
and learning.
We believe accomplishments of
the past six years represent a good
return on the voter's investment.
And, our ability to continue the progress will be determined at the polls
on March 21.

It's not a coincidence that six
years ago, district staff worked
closely with the community in de-
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Reading Recovery:
Bridging the Path to Literacy, District U-46
by Kathy Miller
Reading Recovely Lead Teacher and Trainer

"My son has gone from being
frustrated about reading to wanting
to read everything in sight. He
reads while riding in the car, eating
out, to even reading at church," exclaimed a Reading Recovery parent
in District U-46. A Reading Recovery teacher stated, "The absolute
highlight of my teaching year has
been the wonderful progress and
success of my 'lowest child', a child
who has been tested and labeled
learning disabled. She has absolutely bloomed! My hardest-toteach child is now my easiest to
teach child." These types of comments reverberate in many of District U-46 schools which are now
implementing Reading Recovery.
Miracles happen each day. shaping children's acade111ic careers,
taking them to new heights and empowering them to be independent
learners. Typically, low-achieving
children are expected to make slow
progress year after year, tt~aintaining
low-achieving status throughout the
grades. Reading Recovery drmonstrates that, with a different use of
resources, their path of progress
detnonstrate an upward trajectory of
performance. The belief that all
children can and will become responsible, self-directed learners
when provided with an environment
that offers appropriate learning opportunities is burgeoning in District
U-46. The question now asked is
what can be done as a community of
professionals to meet each child's

ent.

Teachers learn to
become expert
decision-makers
through an intensive,
year-long teacher
education progrum
that involves analysis
of the teacher's
behaviors as well
as the child's.
Reading Recovery has been
documented by twenty years of research and evat uation. It is a oneto-one tutoring program for first
graders who are having extreme difficul ty learning to read and write.
Teachers learn to become expert
decision-makers through ao intensive, y ear-long teacher education
program that involves analysis of
the teacher's behaviors as well as
the child's. It is a safety net for low
achieving children as a supplement
to a good classroom program. Instruction is provided for thirty minutes daily for twelve to twenty
weeks resulting in accelerated progress. This acceleration results in

the lowest achieving children attaining the average level of their classrooms where they continue to grow
with their peers in reading and writing. Every child touched in Reading
Recovery has the possibility of being successfully discontinued from
the program, or afier this intervention, further collaboration may be
necessary to determine a different
type of help needed. The research
has shown that a relatively small
percentage of children will need
additional. long-term intervention
other than Reading Recovery.
District U-46 Reading Recovery
students read books daily, write stories, and interact with a teacher who
has individually tailored a lesson to
meet the needs of this particular student. Each lesson and the path of
progress for each child is different.
Each lesson is organized so that
students, no matter how inexperienced they are with print, will be
able to act like readers and writers.
They learn to read fluently, using
the phrasing and expression that
good readers use to write messages
and to look at print. Children are
taught to use a variety of reading
strategies similar to those that good
readers use to solve their reading
problems. Children graduate from
the program when they develop a
self-extending system for literacy
learning. This means that each time
students read and write, their literacy behaviors improve and exlend
their development.
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needs? Reading Recovery demonstrates that the world can be differ-
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District U-46 implemented
Reading Recovery during the 199192 calendar year, sending seven

ing eight teachers. A total of nineteen Reading Recovery teachers
serves seven schools in the district.
The results of the 1997- 1998
Reading Recovery program were
good (see Table 1). Also, the progress of the Discontinued and Reading Recovery Program children,
having sixty or more lessons demonstrated excellent growth (see Table 2). Children who discontinued
the program before April were again

Chapter One teachers to training
with the Notthem Illinois Reading
Recovery Consortium. Four teachers were trained in subsequent years,
one training in Descubriendo La
Lectura, the Spanish equivalent
Reading Recovery. A teacher leader
trained at Texas Woman's University was hired last year and is train-

1

Table 1
Incomplete Program

Table 3). The progress of the Not
Discontinued Reading Recovery
children who had sixty or more lessons can be seen in the next table.
Even though they did not meet the
high standards of Reading Recovery, they made good progress (see
Table 4).

I Not Discontinued/over 60

I Program Children

I

assessed at the end of the year (see

lessons
30 33%

62

67%

Discorlttinued
46
74%

16

18% (8 of these students

were referred to special education)

Table 2
Total Program
Children N=46

Discontinued
Children N=46

Writing Voc.
Dictation
Text

Fall

Spring

Fall

5.37
5.97
-71

45.50
34.84
16,76

4.74
4.98
,067

Spring
42.87
33.36
14.83

Table 3

Measure
Writing Vocabulary
Max. = 10 min.
Dictation
Max. = 37
Text Reading
Max. = Level 30

Entry

Exit

End-of-the-Year

4.88

42.88

47.59

0.82

13.76

18.53

-
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Table 4
Measure
Writing
Dictation
Text Level

Fall
3.92

Spring
34.38

3.17
.067

28.46
8

District U-46 has constructed a
training site with a one-way mirror
designed to view teachers working
with children while observing, reflecting, analyzing and expanding
their understanding of how the lowest achieving children lean1 to read
and write. This facility has the potential to help classroom teachers
and administrators observe groups
of children lean1 ing to read while
dialoguing on strategies and theories
of learning. A recent large-scale
study revealed that every additional
dollar spent on raising teacher qual-

ity netted greater student achievement gains than did any other use of
school resources. "If we can focus
our energies on providing this generation of teachers with the kinds o f
knowledge and skills they need to
help students succeed, we will have
made an enormous contribution to
America's future." (DarlingHammond, 1996) Reading Recovery
teacher training is an extraordinary
investmen1 in teacher change.
Reading Recovery is working
systemically in the Title One building alongside the Balanced Early

Literacy project, designed by
Crevola and Hill. Working together, collaborating on children,
and developing new understandings
about learning theory is building
new literacy opportunities for all
children. Change is challenging to
everyone, but through collaboration
with school administrators and
teachers working toward common
understandings and commori goals,
District U-46is making a difference
for children.

Clay, M. M. (1 991b). Reading
recovew. a ~uidebookfor teachers in
trainin& Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Darling-Hmmond, L. ( 1 996 1.
What matters most: A competent
teacher for every child. Phi Delta
K a ~ ~ a 78.
n . 193-300.

Hill, P.W., & Crevola, C.A.M.
(1997). The literacv challenge in Australian Primam Schools. Incorporated
Association of Registered Teachers of
Victoria: Seminar Series No. 69.
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Project Accelerated Literacy:
A Kindergarten Intervention
for Reading and Writing
by Mary Hausner
Rruciing & Language Arrs Coordinator

A

Lesson Learned
Once upon a time there
was a school district that
was very concerned about
its students. The student.^ all enjoyed
[heir pluypuund but it was up high
on a hill. ( h e oJtheir prohken~.~
wn
that, despite all of lheir effarrs, sortie
ufrhe srudenfs wouldfall oflrhe
edge offhe pluygrowd, down u
steep hill, and become itljuru-i.
FFl~enthey got to the bottom ofdtrl
hill rhry were in greor )wed of

~ r ~ n l r n e nIn~response
.
to [his meed
rhe school districr then bought srverol arnbulunces to arfe~ld
to the
fallirlg srudenrs. lf they could suflcitnrly help the fallen students, tiley
then hud [he Iaborious tusk of drivrng rhem up the sreep hill so they
could be with he other srudenfs on
[he plqyground. This proved 10 be
very expensive because, despite
rheir great eflorts, more sludenfs
were falling off the playground,
down the steep hill, and were in
need of more ambulances. Even
more students remained at /he bottom of the hill never ready ro play in
the playground wirh /heir peers.
Finally, someone on the school
board recommended, "Why are we
buying more ambulances? Why
don't we build a fence lo keep the
students together in the playgrumd? The school board replied, "We can't aflord any newfangled idea when we already have
ambulances. " Another member
"
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udded "Why should we buy a
fence? Not
everyone needs it. We will continue
to support am buiancesfor those in
need
This playground story has
taught us many lessons. First, can
we afford to have children fall behind or down the hill? Second, what
is the cost of trying to remediate or
fix them? And third, what are the
chances of the fix-up, remedial program getting the child to progress
with the rest of the class? The proposed fence idea is the first step in
an intervention. At the kindergarten
level, this is an early intervention.
"

School District U-46
recognizes the need for
~ ~ i mmevention
ar~
and
has established a very
strong, early childhood
program for the District.
1

Y

.
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What is Early Intervention in Literacy?
Teacher expectations and assumptions determine the literacy
demands for the class and for the
individual child. When a child does
not meet these expectations, some
teachers prefer to leave the child

alone for an additional year believing the child would grow out of it.
These children do not receive assistance because it is their growing
time. This approach may determine
a child's success or failure in
school. A low achiever at the end of
the first year in school may either
have no interventions out of kindness and optimism that things will
come out all right for the child; be
provided supplementary help as they
drag themselves behind their classmates year after year; or, receive
early intervention to eliminate the
problem while it is at a workable
level and minimize the problem.

There are three kinds of literacy
interventions:
1 . Primary prevention involves
children in a broad and healthy
set o f experiences between birth
and ente;ing school so they can
problem-soive their way in
learning.

2 , Secondary prevention involves
early detection of low achievement and provides extra support
to keep problems from arising.
3. Tertiay prevention happens
after problems have become established and entails cornpensating for problems (Clay, 1998, p.

2 10).
School District U-46 recognizes

the need for primary prevention and
has established a very strong, early
7

childhood program for the District.
There is also a secondary prevention
for kindergarten students which focuses on the literacy skills that will
make them successful in first grade.
There are many characteristics of
children who experience difficulty
in learning to read. Culture is a
critical consideration as well as
socio-economic status, language
minority status, and other special
needs. Some programs, such as Title 1, are based upon the needs of
children of poverty.
Allington studied the differences in teaching low-achieving
students and those more adept in
learning. The evidence suggests
that it is the amount of reading that
differentiates low-achieving students from high-achieving students
(Stanovich, 1986). Al lington
stressed that throughout his studies
of effective instructional intervention, no truly specialized materials
or teaching strategies demonstrated
advantages. This points to the need
to provide experiences that rr~eet
student needs. Poverty need not be
a cause of success or failure in
school literacy.
Early intervention requires a
perspective of what it is that a child
is expected to do. Success in school
is well defined as success in reading. There are few records of retention for mathematics deficiencies!
Since reading is the major goal in
early school experiences, it is important to define reading in a comprehensive way. Listed hereinafter
are excerpts from national and state
standards which reflect the notion
that reading is a complex, interactive process using basic skills and
advanced strategies to make meaning (Braunger, 1998, p. 5).
1. The National Literacy Act of
199 1 defines literacy as an individual ability to read, write, and
speak in English and compute

and solve problems at levels of
proficiency necessary to function on the job and in society to

achieve one's gods and to develop one's knowledge and potential (IFWNCTE, 1997, p. 4).
2. Being literate in a contemporary
society means being active,
critical, and creative users-not
only of print and spoken language but also of the visual language of film and television,
commercial and political advertising, photography, and more
(IRANCTE, 1996, p. 5).

Success in school is
well defined as success

in reading. There are
few records of retention
for mathematics
deficiencies!
3. Definition of reading "I define
reading as a meaning-getting,
problem-solving activity which
increases in power and flexibility the more it is practiced. My
definition states that within the
directional constraints of the
printer's code, language and
visual perception responses are
purposefully directed by the
reader in some integrated way to
the problem of extracting rneaning from cues in a text, in sequence, so that the reader brings
a maximum of understanding to
the author's message" (Clay.
1991, p. 6).
4. There has been a welldocumented shift from a literal,
decoding model of reading to
one of reading as a strategic
process in which readers con-

struct meaning by interacting
with text. They use not only
what is in the text-words and
their meaning-but
what they
bring to the text-their own
knowledge and experiences to
construct meaning (Sweet,
1993, p.1).
5. "Reading i s not merely a skill; it
is an engagement of the person
in a conceptual and social
world" (Guthrie, 1997, p. 3).
Engaged readers are strategic,
knowledgeable, motivated, and
social in their approach to learning and using literacy (Morrow,
1996).

How Do You Know if You Need a
Literacy Intervention Program?
The purpose of literacy programs in the school district is to enable readers to comprehend text.
This means that literacy must have a
broad base of skills, and these skills
must be applied by the reader. At
the kindergarten level we looked for
authentic assessments for early literacy. Concepts About Print (C.A.P.)
is an assessment that New Zealand
Ministry of Education has selected
to use with children at school entry.
Concepts About Print is part ofthe
Observation Survey developed by
Marie Clay. Concepts that children
need to learn about print include
directional movement, one-to-one
matching of spoken words to printed
words, and book conventions (New
Zealand Ministry, The Learner as a
Reader, 1996, p. 38).
The C.A.P. was designed at first
as a means of observing the early
progress of five-year-old school entrants. After extensive research in
1963, this assessment became part
of a larger observation survey to be
used by classroom teachers for systematic observation of children
making slower and faster progress.
By 1 978, this survey was also used
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to select children for a Reading Recovery program.
Results showed that the C.A .P.
score distinguished between those
students who knew a great deal
about printed language and those
who knew very little.

Public awareness of
the importance of
reading has raised
expectationsfor
students, The demands
placed on students
is greater as the
years go by.
The C.A.P. can reliably select children who have and who do not have
such learning under control at
school entry and during their first
year at school, the kindergartell
year. It uncovers those who need
more attention. The goal is to
eliminate the need to give more literacy attention to some students and
for them to develop some automaticity in dealing with print (Clay,
1985).
Helen Robinson, at the University of Chicago in the late 1960s,
renewed the emphasis on the observation of student behaviors. She
cautioned, however, that although
the C.A .P,score might be a good
predictor of progress, its use should
not be as important as its implications for teaching.
Another aspect of the Observation Survey is letter identification
which has proven over the course of
many years to be an indicator of
success in reading. I t shows
whether a student can discriminate
between letters and identify letters
Thresholds in Education (August, 2000)

by name or sound or words that begin with a given letter. Another observation task is a test of basic sight
words to see if they have been noticed by the student during the
course of reading.
There are two additional tasks
that explore the child's ability to
write. Writing vocabulary i s a task
where children are asked to write as
many words as they know within a
ten-minute time span. There are
definite benchmark scores for this
test that would indicate whether a
child has the concept of a word and
a consistency of letters in a word.
There is another writing task called
hearing sounds in words. This task
measures the child's ability to write
a letter to represent a sound that
they hear in words that are in a sentence. The child is asked to write
words for a dictated sentence. An
additional task in this Observarion
Survey is to keep a record of a child
who is reading a beginning text.
The texts move up in gradations of

difficulty.
This Observation Survey with
its six sub-tests has created a setection of students for an early intervention program in U-46. This
intervention program is called Project Accelerated Literacy. It is affectionately known as PAL
throughout the district. The selection tool and the focus of the program is early literacy, both reading
and writing, for students during their
kindergarten year.
Public awareness of the importance of reading has raised expectations for students. The demands
placed on students is greater as the
years go by. In the 1900s, writing a
signature was sufficient; then,
memorizing the Bible passages was
a mark of literacy. Later it was a
mark of literacy for immigrants to
be able to decode text with literal
comprehension. These skills are no

longer sufficient. Suciety demands
proficiency and advanced readers
for securing jobs (Green & Dixon,
1996). This demand puts reading
abilities at a high premium; they
must be attended to early in order to
ensure success.

According to research
on retention of students,
this practice increased
their risk of dropping
out of schooL This
practice needed to be
examined and replaced
with a program that
would help kindergarten
students who were at
risk avoid an additional
year of schooL
School District ti-46 has had a
history of under-performance in
reading assessments oiler a period of
five years as measured by the IGAP
and ITBS. This problem is compounded by the lack of public consensus on the definition of reading
and a need for a rich environment to
promote literacy experiences. There
is a 15-year precedence of placing
students who are not successful in
kindergarten into a developmental
first grade requiring them to spend
an additional year in school before
entering regular first grade. According to research on retention of students, this practice increased their
risk of dropping out of school. This
practice needed to be examined and
replaced with a program that would
help kindergarten students who were

9

at risk avoid an additional year of
school.
At the same time that the District was re-examining their placenlent of these students, the Reading
Recovery program was gaining success. This program services the
lowest rated, first- grade students so
that they could attain the same reading level as their peers. Students
entering first grade who had very
low levels of literacy had difficulty
in accelerating.
The School District's investment in Reading Recovery was
showing success in each
first grade class, but
there was concern about
the m o u n t of time it
took students to succeed.
After seeking the help of
the University of Illinois,
the staff determined that
the literacy level of
many kindergarten students was very low and
You
required additional time
in Reading Recovery
when perhaps literacy
deficits could be addressed at the kindergarten level. A pilot was
conducted by Title I on
the effectiveness of an additional
half-day in school for at-risk kindergarten students. The results were
dramatically improved entrance
scores for the Reading Recovery
students in first grade. This proved
to strengthen the Reading Recovery
program and also allow the program
tu serve more students.
111 1 995 the District decided that
the practice of placing students in
developmental first grades would be
replaced by intervening for these
students during their kindergarten
year. This replacement program is
now the Project Accelerated Literacy (PAL) program. It has been in
existence since 1995 and has grown

from 108 students to 252 students at
present.

What Does the PAL Program
Look Like?
Students in the PAL program
What is this Project Accelerated
have a very definite focus on literLiteracy (PAL)Program?
acy tasks throughout the half-day
The PAL program operates as a
program. There are eight major
school-based program. The students
components in the PAL daily
are served either in their home
schedule. There are four major readschool or by being bused to a locaing components and four major
writing components. (See Table 1,
tion before or after attending their
page 1 2 . )
home school kindergarten class. The
The reading components are (1)
kindergarten program in U-46 is a
reading to children; (2) reading with
half-day program and the PAL prochildren in shared reading; (3) readgram complements the kindergarten
program by allowi~~g
students who
ing with children in a guided reading or small group
reading; and (4)
independent reading
by the students.
Student
The four major
writing components
are ( I ) modeled
1 Do.. Yon Watcb
writing, ( 2 ) shared
writing, (3) guided
writing, and (4) independent
writing.
I DO.. YOUHelp
D O . . 1 Watch
These eight
cornponen ts of PAL
take place during a
You Do.. I Help
school day. The

Supporting
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teacher is responsi-

need additional time with literacy to
have an additional half-day of class.

The emphasis for this additional
time is on literacy, and the goal is
for PAL students to be successful in
first-grade reading. The schools that
were chosen for the PAL program
were initially all Title I schools with
a Reading Recovery or literacy
group intervention at the first-grade
level. PAL allows a second safety
net for at-risk students. The emphasis of the program i s to increase the
time on literacy tasks, not to increase the length of elementary education by a year.

ble for planning all
of these components in developmentally appropriate ways. Some are whole group,
some are small group, and others are
independent. Working in centers is
an important component for activities. Exploratory, discovery, and
problem-solving are the focus in
each center. Literacy tools and materials are available at each center.
Children are encouraged to make
literacy part of their play activities.
This encourages students to realize
the importance of literacy in their
everyday play.
Teachers weave the Observation
Survey tasks into their daily programs. There is daily work on letter
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identification and Concepts A b u t
Print for book handling, letter word
concepts, and advanced print concepts. There is also daily attention
to writing vocabulary and hearing
sounds in words. All of these tasks
result in improved performance in
text reading, both at the pre-reading
and early reading stages. All of
these activities take place during the
group time, center work, and field
trips. Inside and outside of school,
literacy is connected to the child's
world.
This teaching style is based on a
Vogatsky model of scaffold learning. It starts when the teacher says,
"I do, and you watch." ?'hen the
teacher says, "I do, and you help."
This is followed by the teacher saying, "You do it, and I help." And
it's completed by, "You do it, and I
watch." This cycle of teaching and
learning as a scaffold helps students
to become independent and learn
how to learn.
Wbat are the Results of this Program?
The first assessment of the participants is given in May of the kindergarten year. When compared to
the pre-test given in the Fall of the
kindergarten year, we see remarkable gains in all the sub-tests especially in writing and hearing sounds
in words. Ninety- two percent of students serviced by the PAL program

I

I
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pass the District benchmarks. These
benchmark scores on the Observation Survey were set by reading
teachers as needed skills in order to
be successful in first grade.
Previous to this program,
schools that were deemed at-risk for
learning to read had approximately
52% to 68% of their students ready
to read by first grade. This was determined by the benchmarks set an
the individual sub-tests o f the Observation Survey. In 1998, students
at these five schools were given the
Observation Survey at the end of the
kindergarten year and their dramatic
results are reported to be 84% - 94%
successful. All of these students go
on to first grade and many are successful readers without any further
intervention. However, some of
these students have the opportunity
for Reading Recovery or Title I literacy groups in first grade as a second intervention.
After charting the first three
years of success of these students in
the PAL kindergarten intervention,
it was time to look at the students
who had had this experience. 1998
was the first year that students who
had completed the PAL program
took the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in
the second grade. The staff was able
to chart 62% of the students because
they had remained in the District.
Fifty-four percent had reached an
average or above score on this test.

Staff are carefully looking at the
28% who are lingering at the third
stanine. These students will need
additional help to score in the average range. The PAL intervention is
clearly closing the gap for many
students who would have fallen off
the playground needing to be driven
back up in order to be successful
with their peers.
Test scores are not the only
mark of success. Classroom teachers in these schools have noticed a
marked difference. One first-grade
classroom teacher remarked, "I begin in September where I used to be
in November!" Even the kindergarten teachers noticed students are
eager to participate, stay engaged
with tasks, and show an interest in
reading and writing. A PAL teacher
looks for behaviors that signal success, "When the students choose a
readinglwriting center instead of
blocks, 1 know they feel empowered. I see this happening by November."
It is important to continue a
longitudinal study of PAL students
to include their performance on state
assessments in the future. This will
give the school district information
on the impact of early intervention,
not only during the kindergarten
year, but for their futures as learners.
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Table 1

Activities in Project Accelerated Literacy Classrooms
I

Read Aloud

Shared Reading

Teacher reads favorite
texts, theme books, informational text, and assorted

Class reading big books,
charts, chants, wall stories,
and songs.

Guided Reading

Small group book reading
practicing teaching point
from the shared reading

Independent Reading
Individual reading,
*D.E.A.R. tubs and reading
center.

genre

I

odel led Writing

Teacher is the model and
thinks out loud while doing
the task.

Shared Writing

Guided Writing

Smal I group writing pracStudents share a pen with
the teacher, teacher demon- ticing teaching point from
strates the task connecting the shared writing.
sounds.

Independent Writing

Individual writing with
Daily Journal time and

writing center.

1

*Drop Everything And Read
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A View from the Trenches
by Rosemary Kerwin, Retired Educator
Former Reading Specialist,Sheridan Elementary School
uccessful military campaigns usuaily begin with
a meeting of strategic
minds and the powers to
be to establish the necessary goals
and priorities. That is the beginning
step. but the men and women on the
front lines will determine the true
success of tl~eseobjectives. It is
their motivation and efficacy that
will decide the tinal results. The
availability of resources and support
are major factors. Just as in a military campaign. the business of education decisions begins with school
boards. superintendents, curriculum
area heads, and administrators. It is
they who set the goals and provide
the resources and support, but it is
the front line teachers who actually
deliver these programs to the students.
I am one of those front line
~ o r k e r sin Elgin District U-46.
I have taught in many capacities for
more than twenty years. Like my
fellow teaching professionals, my
life has a classroom focus from the
tniddle o f August to the second
week of June of each year. This
scene was played with even more
intensity during the 1 998- 1999
school year, a year wherein my current elementary school was introduced to many changes in strategies.
Years ago Sheridan Elementary
School (one of thirty-nine elementary schools in Elgin, Illinois District U-46) was the center of a wellestablished, middle-class neighborhood. The last twenty years of
neighborhood changes have resulted
in seventy- eight percent of our

S
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school popuIation participating in
the reduced and free lunch program.
We also offer a breakfast program
that has a twenty percent student

Sheridan has long had
the officcial designation
of being an "at-risk"
school. Consequently
serious strategic
changes were needed.
attendance. In total. Sheridan has a
population of 525 students with two
English classes and one bilingual
(Spanish) class at each grade level
from kindergarten through sixth
grade. Aside from a bilingual.
gifted program in the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade levels, our students'
test scores are among the lowest in
the district. Most Sheridan parents
have not yet made the connection
between suwival and education.
Sheridan has long had the official
designation of being an "at-risk"
school. Consequently serious strategic changes were needed.
Many of the teachers had taught
at Sheridan for yews only to find
that their standard approaches were
no longer effective with the majority
of students. A new principal came
on board three years ago. Some of
the experienced staff members retired or transferred, and during the
last three years there has been an
eighty percent staff turnover. By

the 1998-1999 school year, most of
the staff were in their second and
third year of teaching: Only onethird were first-year teachers. All of
the potential candidates had been
informed of the changes that they
would confront upon becoming
members of the Sheridan staff
Their first and foremost challenge
would be to work with our team to
implement the changes for meeting
the newly established mission.
Along with the curriculum changes
new to the District (such as Full Option Science Systems [FOSS] and
First Steps Reading Program),
Sheridan School would also be involved in Teachers' Academy of
Math and Science (TAMS), the Balanced Early Literacy (BEL) project,
and working with two new Reading
support teachers. The school year
of 1998-1999 would be an overwhelming year for all of us.
Two new programs had bee11introduced district wide for the Fall of
1 998. Each would require teachers
to attend district sponsored Summer
classes. FOSS was the new science
program. Teachers would have their
boxes of materials ready for them in
August, with consumables to be ordered for each grade level. Each
grade level was to have four focus
areas. No textbooks would be necessary. Hands-on activities were
emphasized. As the year went on,
teachers found that although each of
the four areas was pre-planned and
well-documented, teaching science
took more time. Ordering mealy
worms, fertilized eggs, and brine
shrimp to have ready at the right
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week took advanced planning and a
lot of set-up time. The results of all
this work were very rewarding. The
students were excited and responded
well. Science became a favorite
subject for many.
During this same year, the District also initiated the Firsr Steps
Reading Program which required
another two-day summer workshop
for all teachers. Consultants from
Australia introduced us to the Developmental Reading Continuum to
help us assess the developmental
reading level of each student in our
class. Each student would be individually assessed through observation of hisher reading behaviors.
This it~formationwould be included
in the student's permanent records.
Each elementary school received support money to implement
this program. Our Sheridan staff
decided to hire one reading support
teacher to help the classroom teachers with collection of the observations as necessary, coordinating our
reading resources, attending the additional training workshops. and
communicating new reading implementation techniques to the ctassroom teachers. This opened a Pandora's box. Because of our "at-risk"
status, we were able to hire two
Reading support staff.
After several discussions, the
staff decided to hire from within the
Sheridan faculty. I assumed one
position and another teacher with
more than twenty years' experience
teaching filled the second position.
Together we attended a flurry of
meetings throughout the year. We
met with our fellow teachers to impart some of the new techniques we
learned. Although a few of the more
experienced primary teachers were
already familiar with terms such as
shared reading, guided reading, independent reading, graphonics, and
morphemes, most of the newer

teachers were overwhelmed. My
partner and I presented in-class
demonstrat ions, lessons in giving
running records; and we assisted
teachers with planning, student observations and student assessments.
Our most important job was spreading encouraging words of support.

When the data were
collected, we were
finding students who
we thought could really
read were actually only
word calling. Wefound
students who were
quietly doing nothing
who real& could
read far beyond
our estimation.
The end result was an eyeopener! When the data were collected, we were finding students
who we thought could really read
were actually only word calling.
We found students who were quietly
doing nothing who really could read
far beyond our estimation. It was no
surprise to realize that students having the worst behavior problems
were well below their grade levels
in reading basically because they
had no strategies. Individual student
assessments took a great deal of
time and effort. It was not a simple
task; but when all was done, everyone agreed, this was powetful stu$f
We all recognized how much easier
it will be in the years ahead if every
child enters class with a developmental reading assessment completed. We will know the kind of

lessons and experiences each child
needs to continue reading development. And, parent conferences were
much easier and effective with this
data.
Along with these two new programs introduced by the District,
we also had a relatively new staff
who still needed guidance with the
rest of the curriculum. In addition
to inexperience, another challenge
was a lack of resources. Through
the years, 4 18 monies had been used
to allow teachers to build up their
classroom inventories. When teachers left, they often took these materials with them. New teachers coming to Sheridan were faced with
stripped-down rooms. One of the
top priorities of our principal was to
establish a teachers' resource center
where science, math, and reading
(six book sets and topic-centered
material) could be shared among
staff using appropriate reading levels as needed. The climate of hoarding was to be replaced with a climate of trust and safety. Once the
resources were placed together, it
was the Reading support person's
job to organize the materials, computerize them in user-friendly sort
I ists, and have them available for
any teacher in the building to use.
Teachers could aIso ask the Reading
Support people to find the material
for them. Having materials easily
accessible and available for delivery
to the classroom was considered an
awesome timesaver. In addition.
teachers appreciated having someone to help select materials that focused on specific skills and strategies.
All of this was accomplished
with the educational leadership of
our principal, Tina Radomsky. It
was her encouragement that motivated staff to continue to improve
and look for ways to be more effective. She encouraged people to at-
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tend workshops, seminars, graduate
classes, and conferences. She found
money to fund outside speakers.
Stipends were offered for extra
workshops and planning meetings.
New 41 8 monies were spent from
the whole school perspective with a
focus on nonfiction that would support science and social studies curricula. Teachers were encouraged to
pilot new materials. Everyone was

Staff development
and a team approach
are integral parts
of this program
asked to share his or her information. If one were willing to spend
time to become more involved, others would listen. The principal listened. She informed staff of district
programs available that might benefit us, and we discussed them.
We became involved in Teaching Academy of Math and Science
(TAMS), a math-science program
that encouraged teaching hands-on
math and science activities with
group discussions. Chicago's Math
and Science Academy paid each
staff member to attend a sixty-hour,
Summer program learning math and
science concepts. A consultant was
available during the school year to
answer questions and assist with any
math science problems. These
classes were also held during the
Summer of 1998: It was a busy
summer for most of us.
Another exciting challenge in
1998-1999 was our inclusion along
with four other "at-risk" Elgin elementary schools and schools in New
York City and Boston in a threeyear literacy research program spon-
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sored by Mundo Publishing Company. The program called Balanced
Early Literacy (BEL) began with the
kindergarten and first grade. Two
more years of formal data collection
would follow these students through
third grade. When the students enter school, the teacher is required to
complete extensive testing on each
student based on Marie Clay's Obsemation Survey. The data is collected and recorded. The teachers
are then to use this information to
place students in small, flexible
groups depending upon the skills
and strategies needed. Staff development and a team approach are
integral parts of this program. Although teachers must give the initial
tests, all staff involved with each of
these students attends the staff deve Iopment and discussion sessions
held weekly (for each school) and
monthly (for all five schools). The
Sheridan team consisted of two kindergarten teachers, three first grade
teachers, two reading recovery
teachers (required by the research
program), two reading support
teachers, and the principal. My
reading support partner coordinated
the weekly meetings and the collection of the data to be turned in to the
researchers.
Our first year goal was to have
the average kindergartner reading at
the reading recovery level five and
the average first grader at level fifteen. Teachers were given materials
in sets and in big books at each
level. Teachers were bombarded
with theory and instruction on how
to select students for guided reading
groups, how to do shared reading,
and how to give and analyze running records. This group really deserved gold medals. Yet, at the end
of the year no one in school had
bigger smiles. The results were astounding. Our average kindergarten
student knew letter names and

sounds, did well in the Marie Clay's
Concepts About Print, wrote stories,
and could easily read at the goal
level. Our first grade scores were
even more amazing. Not only were
students writing their own books
and stories, the average reading recovery level tested was eighteen.
Another program that involved a
Herculean effort for each teacher
was enthusiastically applauded. The
point was made: If teachers observe
and assess each student at the beginning of each school year, they
could know the student's strengths
and weaknesses and teach directly
to those.

It was easy for
in dividaal teachers
to be overwhelmed, but
we tried to encourage
one another by consistent& acknowledging
our celebrations.
It was a very busy year! I have

merely hit the highlights. The next
year will have additional changes
while conlinuing what we have already started. We have agreed to
begin a new, unified, spelling program holding students at each grade
level accountable for accurate spelling of a reasonable number of frequently used words. We also are
going to continue raising our expectations for writing quality. The staff
used one institute day to compare
sample writings from each grade
level with Illinois state samples and
to establish criteria for student portfolios to be implemented at every
grade level.

The excitement is high. Together we have made many changes.
It was easy for individual teachers to
be overwhelmed, but we tried to
encourage one another by consistently acknowledging our celebrations. Even more dramatically, we
submitted a plan along with two
other "at-risk" schools to begin a
modified school calendar. [n the

year 1999-2000, teachers begin the
school year on July 2zd, and the
students begin on July 2 6 ~ .Our
primary intent is that we will not
need to spend so much time reviewing. These schools will observe
forty-five days of instruction followed by a fifteen-day break.
No one small group o f people
could have done all of this work

alone. It took the entire staff work-

ing together es a team to initiate
these changes and keep up our energy level throughout the year. Just
seeing the successes so far has
helped us to maintain our enthusiasm. We are all looking forward to
a new year in the trenches with continued collegiality and achievement.

MULTIPLE MEANINGS OF INSTRUCTION
A 30-hour Master's Degree Program will be offered in the
Elgin area beginning in Spring 2001.
Local School Concerns and Challenges Addressed in the Context of Topics Such as:
+ Character Education
4 Technology
+ Diversity
+ Conflict ResolutionslLearning to Fight Fair
+ Instructional improvement
+ Literacy Issues
Opportunities for Professional Growth :
+ Continuing Professional Development for Re-certification
4 Portfolio Development
+ Reflective Practice
Assistance in Researching One's Own Questions:
Exploring Your Knowledge Through Educational BiographylStory
+ Developing and Extending Professional Goals
+ Reflecting on Yourself as The Educator You Want To Be

For more information, Contact:
Wilma Miranda, Chair
Department of Educational Psychology and Foundations
Northern Illinois University, DeKal b, Illinois 60 1 I 5
Email: ivnl i randa@,niu.edu
Phone: 8 15-753-1 562
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Minority Recruitment
by Robert GiIliam
Ass i s t a ~Superinlendent
~t
for Human Resources

chool District U-46 is a
unique district with unique
needs. It is the second
largest school system in
the State with 35,000 students,
growing by nearly i ,000 students
annually. U-46 serves eleven communities in an area that could be
defined as urban, suburban, small
town, with a touch of country, all
within an hour's drhe from Chicago. Boundaries include at l or
most of Bartlett, Elgin, Hanover
Park, South Elgin. Streamwood,
Wayne, and portions of Carol
Stream, Hoffman Estates, St.
Charles, Schaumburg, and West

S

Size gives the District the ability
to offer a variety of program options
the children need and deserve, from
preschool and early childhood
classes to award-winning bilingual
and special education programs;
from specialized school- wi thinschool classes to myriad alternative
programs: frotn frequently cited
education-to-career classes to high
school academies that prepare students for a head start on higher education in areas inct uding the arts,
science and engineering, international studies, and talented and
gifted classes.

Chicago.

Nearly 40 percent of the students are ethnic minority: more

than 25 percent are Latino; 8 percent, African American; and 6 percent, Asian descent. Many are limited English proficient. There are
also a significant number of economically challenged students and a
high mobility rate.
But, contrary to what sotne
might think, the District does not
consider any of these factors to be
disadvanktges. Rather. rhe size and
diversib of U-46 are advantages in
preparing today's youth for the kind
of world in which they will iive and
work in the 2 1 " century. Indeed, U46 believes that all students can
learn if provided the proper support:
a rich and varied curriculum, appropriate facilities, equipment and materials, and most important, a talented and dedicated teaching staff.
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When the staff
of Money magazine
decided to spend a
year working in a
town that was
representative of our
country, their computer
selected Elgin, the
U-46home base.
When the staff of Money magazine decided to spend a year working in a town that was representative
of our country, their computer selected Elgin, the U-46 home base.
They said U-46 was a "Mirror of
America." The District liked the
sound of the phrase because it val-

ues the strength of our diversity. In
fact, one of the seven major learning
outcomes established for all children
in U-46 is to acquire knowledge of
various cultural and ethnic groups.
In short, diversity makes the U46 educational setting richer and
ready-made for youngsters who
must be prepared to compete in a
global economy and live in a world
society. Being able to provide varied instructional options in a rnulticultural setting requires ehceptional
teaching talent. In a district as diverse as U-46, the instructional staff
must also reflect the make- up of the
student population. Accordingly,
several years ago, the Board of Education made a commitment to aggressively recruit talented teachers
who could deliver on District needs.
A special component of that effort is
to target ~r~intlrity
teachers because
not only is it important for minority
students to have role models, but
also for majority students to experience education enriched by a multicultural setting. In other words, U46 doesn't think it can deliver a
relevant educational experience for
2 1 century kids without a diverse
faculty. The Board of Mucation
has provided the charge, the people,
and the necessary resources to get
the job done. The staff has designed
and carried out the necessary strategies and procedures.
How well has U-46done? The
District is not completely satisfied
with the results.
However, the teaching corps is
much more diverse today than it was

when it began the program, and it
will get better as the District continues to perfect recruiting efforts.

chance to visit the District, spend
time in a classroom, and visit with
teachers and administrators.

Recruitment of Staff
To have minority recruiting,
there must be a strong basic teacher
recruitment base. The District recruits at approximately fifty colleges
and universities. The majority of
recruiting is done in the Great Lakes
area: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The
District recruits as far west as Colorado and east to New Y ork and Boston. Teachers are also recruited
from Puerto Rico, Mexico, and
Spain.

Recruiting in Puerto Rico
U-46 recruiters have been going
to Puerto Rico to recruit since 1 987.
Why recruit in Puerto Rico? (1)
School District U-46 has hired many
excellent Puerto Rican teachers who
work we1l with our population. (2)
Teacher training programs are similar to those in the United States. (3)
While Illinois does not have a reciprocal agreement with Puerto Rico,
most teachers need to take only one
or two courses and pass certification
tests to complete Illinois certification requirements. If a teacher has a
standard certificate from Puerto
Rico, that person can get a provisional elementary teaching certificate in Illinois for two years if they
pass the skills test within 9 months.
(4) Puerto Rican teachers are willing
to come to the States. Salaries there
are much lower than in Illinois. (5)
Illinois classrooms are better
equipped and have more teaching
materials. (6) Because Puerto Ricans have U.S. citizenship, there are
no immigration isst~es.
Many Puerto Ricans are fluent
in English, and only half work in the
Bilingual Program. There are currently 3 8 staff mem bers who have
been recruited from Puerto Rico.
They include psychologists, guidance counselors, and teachers of
special education, physical education, art, law, history, English, ESL.
math, computer science, early childhood and elementary education, and
music.

Recruitment Consortium
U-46 belongs to a recruiting

consortium made up of human resource directors throughout the
State. Its one purpose is to recruit
minority candidates. The Consortium concentrates on Illinois universities, each of which has an organization of minori5 students majoring
in the field of education. The best
way to contact these organizations is
through the College of Education
Placement Office at each university.
Every university has minority students majoring in education. The
key is to tap into and find these students through such organizations as
Minorities in Teaching Education
(MITE) or Minority Association for
Education (MAFE).
Each district attending the minority recruitment meetings makes a
presentation about its individual
district. Members of the Consortium conduct mock interviews with
students, discuss resume preparation, and give pointers on how to
dress for the interview.
In prior years, the Consortium
began recruiting in the Spring. Now
recruitment begins in October and
ends in April. Students are given a

2. Brief telephone interviews are
held to determine suitability of
English and to help decide
whether to interview the candidates in Puerto Rico.
3. The interview team for Puert~
Rico includes one person recruited from Puerto Rico who
knows the island, language, and
culture and who can talk of their
experiences, and one administrator who needs staff who are
bilingual.
4. Interviews are set up in April in
Puerto Rico. Candidates must
be able to pass the English language exam for a Type 29 certificate.
Candidates are asked to buy a
round-trip ticket to show commitment on their part. The District will
pay half their fare on arrival and the
other half when they accept a job
and relocate to U-46. The District
also pays for their food and lodging
while they are here and provides
transportation to arid from the airport as well as around the District.
Selected candidates are invited
to visit the District in early May. A
three-day agenda includes orientation to the District, interviews, and
informational meetings on certification and Human Resources forms.
Candidates chosen for the Bilingual
Program are asked to come to the
District the second week of August
for a week of half-day orientation
workshops. Small stipends are provided. Workshops include writing,
classroom management, scaffolding
instructions in the second language,
math, using everyday counts and
manipulatives, and ESL read-aloud.

Proceduw
1.

Positions arc advertised in late
January asking candidates to
send resumes to Human Resources for screening.

Recruitment in Mexico
U-46 recruiters have been successfully going to Mexico since
Spring, 1995. Initial interaction began when the District was contacted
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by a high level administrator in the
National Union of Teachers in Mexico City. While contact with Mexico began by chance, Human Resources made an immediate decision
to pursue the opportunity.

Why recruit in Mexico? The
answer is obvious. There is an insufficient number of bilingual
teachers to meet the need in IIlinois.
Like most districts, U-46 has hired
cat~didateswith Bachelor degrees
who hold Type 29 certificates but
who have no teacher training to fill
positions. Usually these emergency
hires have great difficulty becoming
teachers. Mexico provides a source
of trained teachers who can meet the
needs of the students. There has
been greater success with the qua1ity
o f instructior~from trained teachers
than from those who hold only a
Bachelor degree. To obtain the
Transitional Bilingual Certificate in
Illinois, one must have a teaching
certificate from another country
andlor a Bachelor degree and pass
the state bilingual exam. This certificate, also called a Type 29 certificate, makes the holder eligible to
teach from six to eight years while
they fulfill the requirements of standard Illinois certification.
Why work with the Union?
Some districts have worked with the
Mexican equivalent of the Department of Education. While that
agency is certainly a viable partner
in cooperative efforts, the Union has
greater power than the government
in issues reIated to job security. It is
normally the Union rules that guarantee a teacher the right to return to
the position held before coming to
the States. Candidates are asked to
conlmit themselves to a minimum of
two years working in the District.
The Union helps provide the candidates with security regarding the
return to their old jobs. However,
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most teachers have stayed with the
District.
Why does Mexico have an interest in helping District U-46?
There are several reasons why the
Union and Mexican government
s u p p o ~teachers who wish to come
and work in Illinois. ( I ) Mexican
teachers have an opportunity to
learn new teaching strategies so they
can return to Mexico in leadership
roles in education. (2) Over 97% of
the District's bilingual students are
of Mexican descent.

U-46 recruiters have
been successfully going
to Mexico since
Spring, 1995.
Procedures
The District has learned from
previous trips to Mexico and has
modified its procedures. Some of
the modifications are possible because of the base of confidence and
trust that developed with the Union
and the teachers who have been
hired by U-46.
Initially the District interviewed
all candidates, selected the most
qualified, and brought them to the
District for final interviews. The
process included the State bilingual
exam and paper screening for purposes of certification. Historically,
the District has required all teachers
hired to be interviewed by the principal and to visit the community. It
was also important the first year to
have principals participate, see the
quality of the candidates, and buy
into the process. The second year,
the District moved the timeline up
and went in February-following a

similar procedure with the Union
attempting to screen the candidates.
After two successful years of
recruiting and hiring teachers from
Mexico, the District allowed the
team to offer positions to the candidates in Mexico and forego the
costly interview trip. An elementary
principal was included in the interview team to represent all principals
in the process. The Education Service Regional Superintendent (who
is bilingual) also attended to evaluate transcripts and certificates. The
District has made additional modifications by obtaining applications by
mail and conducting oral interviews
on the phone before scheduling actual interviews in Mexico. The District recruited in Monterrey as well
as Mexico City.
The Team
The size of the recruitment team
depends on the number of candidates to be interviewed. The team
includes the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources (decision-maker and politically important
to demonstrate commitment), one
Bilingual Administrator to interview, one Building Principal to interview, one or two Certified Bilingual Examiners to give Illinois
Transitional Bilingual Certification
test, one Educational Region
Superintendent Representative to
review documents for certification,
and a Secretary to track all
documents and records in the
selection process and in preparation
for obtaining visas.
Tbe Candidates
The candidates must be certified
teachers in Mexico, have the equivalent of a Bachelor Degree, pass the
Illinois Bilingual Exam with a score
of 3+ or better, have required documentation to obtain a U.S. visa, and
be able to commit to two years of
teaching in Illinois.
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The Job Offer
After final interviews the team
meets to decide which teachers will
be offered positions in the District,
although they are not offered specific positions. Papers necessary for
certification and visas are reviewed.
Candidates are asked to report to
work as early in August as possible.
Support Services

Mentoring: During the Summer
months newly arrived teachers are
introduced to veteran teachers. The
District has found that this helps the
new teachers settle in faster, and it
helps establish contacts for questions andor problems that may surface during their initial period of
adjustment. After school starts in
the Fall, mentors are assigned to all
new hires in the Bilingual Program
to help with classroom instructions.
Questions on discipline, curriculum,
and rules and regulations of the District a= typically asked of mentors.
Travel Expenditures: Teachers
hired from Mexico are reimbursed
for their full airfare when they relocate to U-46 in August. Puerto Rican teachers are reimbursed for onehalf of their airfare when they come
to visit in May. Ifthey are hired,
they are then reimbursed for the
other half of their airfare when they
relocate in August.
Transportation and Lodging:
Human Resources staff meets the
new employees at the airport and
takes them to an area hotel. Employees are provided with up to five
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days' accommodation and meals
while they look for an apartment or
house. They are also transported
around the District to complete any
business transactions necessary in
their relocating.
Social Security: Teachers from
Mexico need to apply for a Social
Security card in order to be paid, to
apply for loans if necessary, and to
obtain a driver's license. Two
forms of identification are required
to get the Social Security card.
Banking: Following the visit to
the Social Security office, the new
employee is taken to the bank. The
District uses a local Teachers'
Credit Union. New teachers arrive
with very little money and usually
apply for car loans and personal
loans to cover security deposits, first
month's rent, necessary furniture,
and other essentials such as bedding,
dishes, and warm clothing.
Housing: Varied apartment
complexes and housing options are
available to new employees depending on their family situations. The
candidates from Puerto Rico and
Mexico are sent apartment floor
plans prior to their arrival.
Driver 's License: Obtaining a
driver's license can be a very long
process because new teachers must
take both the written and driving
tests. Sending new teachers the
Rules of the Road booklet and copies of the written test in both English and Spanish gives them a
chance to study before they arrive.

Cars and Insurance: Once the
new teacher has a license and qualifies for a loan, they can purchase a
car. A representative from the District goes to the dealerships with the
teacher to assist with the details of
the purchase. The District then
works with a reliable insurance
agent to provide coverage for the
vehicle.
Certification and Visas: All
teaching certificates are processed
through Human Resources. Attorneys for the District assist teachers
from Mexico in obtaining HI B or
J 1 B visas and completing all other
necessary paperwork in a timely
fashion. It takes four to six months
to obtain an HI B visa at a cost o f
approximately $2,500. After the
completion of one year of employment, the teacher reimburses the
District for expenses related to visas
through payroll deductions over a
two-year period.
Children: The Bilingual Office
assists the new teachers with proper
placement for their children in
schools near their new homesincluding registration assistance and
a visit to the building.
ConcIusion

In conclusion, the mission o f
this article is for School District U46 to share its efforts with you. Minority recruitment has been successful for U-46, and hopefully this
short article will help you take away
a few thoughts and ideas that will be
helpful in your recruiting efforts.
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Language Minority Kids Can Be Gifted
by Steve Klein
Director of Programs for {he GjLfedatid Talented

i I
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I

otroduction
As the nurnber of language-

minority students enrolled in
our schools increases, educators have become more aware of the
types of special programs required
to serve the needs of these unique
children. Language-minority students are those students whose first
language is a language other than
English and have been found to
have limited English proficiency
(LEP). More recently, these students have been referred to as Engl ish language learners.
The growth in the languageminority population, or English language learners, is documented by
the 1990 Census Report which
shows that 14 percent o f the total
school age population does not
speak English at home. This represents a 38 percent increase over the
preceding ten years (National Association for Bilingual Education,
1993). The greater increases have
been in Asian ( 104%) and Spanish
(93%) language groups (Waggoner,
1993).
This influx of such a large number of LEP studzr~tshas added to the
problems of classroom teachers o f
both language-minority and majority students who are fac.ed with chitdren who have an increasingly larger range of abilities. I n order to
better serve all students by providing them with the most appropriate
educational experience, educators
must examine the way to adapt and
restructure both curriculum and instructional practices to increase the
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effectiveness of our educational
program s.

The 1990 Census
Report shows
that 14percent of
the total school age
population does not
speak English at home.

...

Significance
American schools have a long
history of identifying as gifted those
students who have high intellectual
ability as measured by normreferenced, standardized tests (Meleky, 1985; Robisheaux & Banbuiy,
1984). Traditionally, language minority students have not tended to be
identi tied as gifted. The significant
increases in both the number and
proportion of raciaVethnic minority
children in the public school population are not reflec~edin programs
for children identified as gifted and
talented (Frasier & Passow, 1994).
This problem of under-identification
of the raciallethnic minority child
has been documented for many
years as is evidenced by the Educational Policies Commission (EPC)
in 1950. In an assessment of programs for the gifted, the Educational
Policies Commission (EPC) asserted
that gifted minority students, including gifted tanguage-minority students, are both under-identified and
neglected (Frasier & Passow, 1994).

A I97 I report agrees with the findings of the EPC report and comments on how gifted services do
not reach large and significant subpopulations such as language-

minorities. This report further asserts that the situation exists to a
large measure because of the problems with the screening and specific
identification process rubrics (Marland, 197l). Gonzales, Bauerle, and
Felix-Holt reached similar conclusions as they developed a qualitative
assessnlent method for identifying
gifted bilingual students in 1993
(Gonzalez, Bauerle, & Felix-Holt,
1993).

Most procedures for identifying
gifted studerlts have been developed

for use with middle class students
who are native English speakers.
Although conditions are improving,
programs for gifted, language minority students are still limited.
This conclusion was reached at a
conference initiated by the U .S. Department of Education's Office of
Educational Research and lmprovement (OEM) and the Office of
Bilingual Education and Minority
Language Affairs (OBEMLA) in
January, t 997 (Lockwood, 1998).

The Response of School
District U-46
In the Spring o f 1995, a planning committee consisting of parents, teachers, and administrators
was convened to address the problem of under-identification of language minority students for gifted
programs in School District U-46.
At that time, although 25% of the
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total student population was classified as Hispanic, less than 2% of
that population was being served in
gifted programs. The committee
recommended the creation of two
programs as a result of their research. Initially, a primary grade
pull-out program would be instituted
to offer enrichment to a wide net
(1 5%-20%) of the students whose
first language was Spanish. This
program, known as investgadores
del Mundo, would also help in the
more formal identification process
for the intermediate grade program.
This intermediate grade program would be known as the Spanish-English Transition School
Within a School Program (SET
SWAS). In the SET SWAS, students wou I d be grouped homogeneously for fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades. This program would offer
instruction in both the student's first
language and English. The teachers

are trained in both bilingual and
gifted education.

Description of the SET SWAS
Program
The SET S WAS Program is an
intermediate grade, self-contained
program for Hispanic students who
have been identified as gifted. The
identification process includes input
from the third-grade classroom
teacher, the primary grade itinerant
gifted specialist, and a review of test
results of the LuPruebu Spanish
language. achievement test. Students who are selected for this program during the third grade from
eighteen schools within School District U-46 are then transferred to a
cluster school for the fourth, fifth
and sixth grades to attend this program.
Teachers are selected who are
both fluent in Spanish and familiar
with the Hispanic culture. These

teachers are required to complete
training in Gifted Education of'fered
by the Regional Office of Education. This training (Level.1 and II
Gifted training) is a fifty-five contact-hours course which deals with
identification, social and emotional
needs of the gifted learner, curriculum development for the gifted, professional development for the teachers of the gifted, and advocacy for
gifted programs. Teachers in the
SET SWAS program are encouraged to attend both state and national conferences which deal with
the gifted learner.
In addition to the classroom
teachers selected for the SET SWAS
program, a math specialist is assigned to offer math support to SET
SWAS students. This service, in
one hour sessions, is provided twice
a week.

TABLE I
SET SWAS LANGUAGE OF LNSTRUCTlON

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATH
SCIENCE
SOCIAL STUDIES

FOURTH GRADE

FIFTH GRADE

SIXTH GRADE

50% ENGLISH

50% ENGLISH
50% SPANISH

50% ENGLISH

50% SPANISH

ALTERNATTNG UNITS
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
SPANISH

ALTERNATING UNITS
ENGLISH
SPANISH
ENGLISH

ALTERNATMG UNITS
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
50% ENGLISH
50% SPANlSH

SO% SPANISH

ALTERNATING UNITS
As shown in Table #1, SET S WAS language of instruction, both English and Spanish instruction is provided for students in the SET SWAS program.
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CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

a

Interactive use of educational
software and the Internet as
learning tools
Technology application in engaged learning activities
Synthesis of computer skills
leading to the authorizing of
multimedia reports

Fourth Grade SET S WAS
Math (English):
Collection, display and interpretation of data
Number theory and estimation
Geometry
Measurement

Multiplication, division, fractions, decimals
Probability, algebra

Science (English): Tbe Application, synthesis, analysis, and
evaluation of:
Measurement
Sound
Skeleton body structures
Oceans
Personal hygiene
Social Studies (Spanish):
Application and synthesis of
geography and map skills
Analysis and evaluation of:
Midwest Region
Great Plains
Mountain Regions
Desert Regions
Forests

?

Language Arts (50% Eoglish150% Spanish):
Pmcess writing: narrative, expository, and persuasive
8
Application of grammar: parts
of speech, mechanics
Vocabulaty enrichment and
analysis
Synthesis, analysis and evaluation of literature:
poetry, fiction, nonfiction
Application of spelling conventi uns

Social Emotional: Provide a learning environment commensurate of
the exceptional student's needs by:
Fostering a positive self concept
through realistic goal setting
Promoting cooperative working
behaviors through grouping
strategies
r
Developing a productive work

America

American Revolution
Civil Way
Westward Movement
Twentieth Century

Language Arts (50% English150°h Spanish):
Process writing: narrative, ex-

pository, and persuasive
Application of grammar: parts
of speech, mechanics
Vocabulary enrichment and
analysis
Synthesis, analysis and evaluation of literature: poetry, fiction,
nonfiction
Application of spelling conventions

ethic

Encouraging the appreciation of
the ideas and abilities of others
Providing rich opportunities for
pursuit of individual interests
F fth Grade SET S WAS
Math (English):
Nurn ber theory and estimation
Ratios and exponents
Collection, display and interpretation of data
Geometry
Measurement: area, volume
Division and fractions
Coordinates, algebra

Science (Spanish): The application, syntbesis, analysis, and
evaluation of:
Land forms
Levers and pulleys
Models and designs
Mixtures and solutions
r
Human development

Technology :
Application of word processing
for publication of written projects
Interactive use of educational
software and the Internet as
learning tools
Technology application in engaged learning activities
Synthesis of computer skills
leading to the authoring of web
pages and multimedia report

SociaVEmotional: Provide a
learning environment commensurate of the exceptional student's
needs by:
Fostering a positive self concept
through realistic goal setting
Promoting cooperative working
behaviors through grouping
strategies
Developing a productive work

Social Studies (English):
4

Technology:
Application of word processing
for publication of written pro-

Discovery and colonization of

Application and synthesis of
U.S. geography and map skills
Analysis and evaluation of:
Native Americans

+

ethic
Encouraging the appreciation of
the ideas and abilities of others
Providing rich opportunities for
pursuit of individual interests

jects
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Sixth Grade SET SWAS
Math (English):
Collection, display, and interpretation of data
Rational number uses and operations
Scientific notation and the Solar

System
Variables, formulas, and graphs
Geometry: congruence, constructions, parallel lines, tessellations, and symmetry
Rates and ratios
Probability and discrete mathe-

matics
Number systems and algebraic
concepts

Science (English): The application, synthesis, analysis, and
evaluation of:
environments
variables in the scientific
method of inquiry
solar energy
food and nutrition
staying healthy (STDs and drug
abuse prevention)

Social Studies (50% EnglishlSO%

Spanish):
Application and synthesis of
world geography and map skills
Analysis and evaluation of:
ancient civilizations: Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, and
Rome; Europe during the Middle Ages; World Wars I and IT,
including the Holocaust
Language Arts (50% English150°/o Spanish):
Process writing: narrative, expository, and persuasive
Application of grammar: parts
of speech, mechanics
Application of reference skills
Vocabulary enrichment and
analysis
Synthesis, analysis and evaluation of literature: poetry, traditional literature, fiction, biography, and nonfiction
Application of spelling conventions

Technology:
Application of word processing
for publication of written pro-

jects
Use of lnternet as a reference
source
Interactive use of educational
software and the Internet as
learning tools
Synthesis of computer skills
leading to the authoring of web
pages
SociaVEmotional: Provide a

learning environment commensurate of the exceptional student's
needs by:
Fostering a positive self concept
through realistic goal setting
Promoting cooperative working
behaviors through grouping
strategies
Developing a productive work

ethic
Encouraging an appreciation of
the ideas and abilities of others
Providing rich opportunities for
pursuit of individual interests
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Changes in Elementary Science

.

in School District U-46:
Curriculum Revision, Materials Selection, and
Professional Growth Opportunities for Teachers
by Judith Ball
Murh, Science and Health Coordinator, School District U-46

he past several years have
brought comprehensive
changes in the ways science is learned in the elementary classrooms of U-46, These
changes were preceded by exteilsive
professional growth for many of the
district's teachers and a complete
revision of the elementary science
curriculum, both of which had significant influence on the eventual
choice of the curriculum materials
that were introduced into elementary
classrooms in the Fall of 1998.

?

Beginnings: 1991-1996
During the Summer of 1994,
four district representatives attended
the Elementag Science Leadership
Institute in Washington, D.C., sponsored by the National Science Resources Center and the Smithsonian
Institute. The Director of Curriculum, the Science Coordinator, a
first-grade teacher, and a scientist
from the community became first
champions of the change process in
elementary, science teaching and
learning for U-46. During the fiveday leadership institute, this team
addressed the challenge of planning
for changing curriculum, which includes building awareness of the
need for change, selecting appropriate materials, providing support and
professional growth for teachers,
finding funding for materials, and
Thresholds in Education (August, 2000)

assessing the program after the
change.
In the nvo years following the
beginning of the awareness-building
process, the team members made
presentations to several key stakeholders including the Board of Education, the District Learning Leadership Team, the Citizens Advisory
Council, the Instructional Council
and groups of principals, teachers
and parents. Those groups included
the Board of Education, the District
Learning Leadership Team, the
Citizens Advisory Council, the Instructional Council, principals'
groups, teachers' groups, and parents' groups. The Elementary Science Committee became a focus for
continuing the discussion of the
need for change in science education in the district. This committee
consisted of at least one representative from each of the District's elementary schools and is the key to
teachers' access to current professional thought in science education.
The publication of the National Science Education Standards, first in
draft form and then in finalized
fonn, provided an opportunity for
this group's discussions to be focused on current recommendations
for science content and teaching
methods during this time of creating
awareness among stakeholders.

Building a Core of Collegial Science Leadership: 1996-1997
During the Summer of 1996,
supported by Title I1 Eisenhower
funds, twenty-six district elementary-level teachers became the core
leadership group for the professional
growth plan that is still in progress.
These teachers attended training in
inquiry-based science methods led
by a science educator who is also a
trainer for the Golden Apple elementary science project. During
that training, the teachers learned
about and practiced inquiry teaching
and learning, both as professional
educators and as adult learners.
During the subsequent school year,
this group met five times in a follow-up course to discuss their efforts to practice inquiry-based techniques in their classrooms. Also
during this year, this group planned
for their colleagues a summer program similar to the training they had
received.
The 1996-97 school year saw
the revision of the elementary science curriculum by the science
committee. This group, following
the guidelines of the National Science Education Standark, included
eight content standards in the new
curriculum: unifying concepts and
processes, science as inquiry, science in personal and social perspective, life science, earth and space
25

science, physical science, history
and nature of science, and technology in science. This curriculum
guided the committee's review of
available classroom materials for
elementary science.
Several sets of these materials
were chosen for an extensive pilot in
district classrooms.
Professional Growth and Materials Selection: 1997-1998
The Summer of 1997 brought
the first of three Summer Science
Institutes supported by a three-year
Illinois State Science Literacy
Grant. During the first Summer,
two groups of teachers were trained
in the concepts of inquiry-based,
science learning.
Their trainers were the district
teacher leaders who had been
trained during the prior Summer and
throughout the previous school year.
In the 1997-98 school year, those
previously trained teachers attended
a follow-up course to share their
experiences in irrlplementing the
ideas learned in the Summer training. The classroom pilot also occurred during this school year in the
classrooms of some of rhe first SSl
teachers. The follow-up sessions
gave these teachers the opportunity
to share their reactions to the pilot
materials as well as to extend their
knowledge of inquiry teaching and
learning. By the end of that year,
the Full Option Science System
(FOSS) materials had been chosen
by the elementary science committee to be recommended for adoption,
and were approved.
In addition to the formal followup course offered to the SSI group,
these teachers were also divided into
small, mentoring groups and worked
in various ways with the teacherleaders. Teacher-leaders visited
participants in their classrooms to
engage in and discuss science teach-

ing and learning. Leaders also met
with teachers in their small groups,
usually by grade level, to provide
troubleshooting support and a forum
for discussion of their experiences.

Continuation of Professional
Growth and Implementation of
New Materials: 1998-1999
The second of the three-year
SS1 groups began in the Summer of
1 998 and the original group continued with a second Summer training.
-

By the end of
that year, the Full
Option Science Systetn
(FOSS) materials
had been chosen
by the elementary
science committee lo
be recommended
for adoption.
Training in this second year of the
Scientific Literacy grant project differed with the introduction of the
FOSS materials as the focus when
inquiry-based learning was discussed and practiced. Teachers
were able to focus both on the FOSS
program as a developmentally sequenced one a s well as on the modules of the program specifically designed for their respective grade
levels. As in the first year of this
project, the influence of the national
standards was clearly evident in the
syllabus of the beginning and the
continuing courses.
The 1998-99 school year included both the implementation of
the FOSS program in all elementaq
science classrooms and follow-up

courses for all SSI participants, both
new and continuing. The mentoring

of follow-up teachers by the teacher
leaders also continued. The tasks of
this year's follow-up groups was to
provide summaries of each of the
FOSS modules by grade level for all
teachers in the District. including
letters for parents introducing each
unit; and to provide literature connections for each of the science
module's topics. This group also
worked with two consultants. One
consul tan t assisted teachers in developing a collection of website
links for one of the topics at each
grade level. The second one addressed assessment issues and
methods in an inquiry-based progralw.
The Elementary Science Committee during the start-up year consisted of at least one building science "expert" whose job it was to
support each building's teachers in a
variety of ways. In most cases,
these teachers were part of the Scientific Literacy project. Their jobs
included the task of receiving, organizing and distributing the multitude
of materials that comprise the FOSS
program. They acted as liaisons for
their building colleagues in the district-level discussions of implementation issues. The Committee's
main task during this initial year
was to provide a clearinghouse for
ways to solve teachers' problems,
note their concerns, celebrate the
results of the changes in students'
and teachers' attitudes towards science, and provide recommendations
for professional growth opportun ities for teachers.
These building leaders each
planned and coordinated at least one
science education opportunity for
parents of students in their respective buildings. These opportunities
ranged from school-day experiences

-
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Atnerican Education week to eve-

ning, parent meetings with both
demonstrations and hands-on activities for parents and children to
share. Some also included a showcase of student work or science fair
projects. Many involved students in
presentations of activities or results
of their work. In the Spring, these
building leaders were largely responsible for the inventory and ordering process to replenish the consumable materials used during the
year's science instruction.
Additional professional growth
opportunities were made available
lo teachers during this first year of
the FOSS implementation. In the
Fall, experienced FOSS teachers
from another district gave grade
level workshops to guide reachers
through the components of the program. This was especially helpful
for those teachers who had not been
able to attend one of the Summer
institutes. Also. a FOSS Inquiry
class was offered to several different
groups of teachers, taught by three
of the original science leaders.
A third avenue for coinmun ication among teachers was a series of
on-going, grade-level, network
meetings, facilitated by teachers for
the purpose of informal sharing of
concerns and teaching strategies.
The topics and sites for these network meetings were decided by
each group as they meet. The District's Professional Growlh Off~ce
advertised and supported these network meetings. These opportunities
were all in addition to the monthly
meetings of the Science Committee
and the support given by the building-level support persons.

One final opportunity the teachers of U-46 had was separate from
all those described so far. It is Project TEAM, an NIU sponsored, scientific literacy project for assisting
both pre-service and in-service
teachers to create and teach inquirybased science units in physical science concepts. This program was
offered to several U-46 teachers
during the school year and again the
following year to a new group. This
program was designed to assist
teachers who consider themselves
lacking in scientific literacy. Not
only did teachers expand their own
knowledge of physical science concepts, they each hosted a pre-service
teacher in their respective classrooms while teaching a unit they
had created.
Contiouing the Challenge of

Change: 1999-2000
The Surrirner of 1999 concluded
the third and last of the Summer
Science Institute courses. The
group who began the training in the
Summer of 1998 were also offered a
second Summer training. The first
group to be trained were able to participate in a second school-year of
follow-up sessions of classroom
visits and mentoring during the
1999-2000 school year. The topics
of techtlology and assessment continued to be addressed by this thirdyear group. All information developed by this group was to be shared
with the entire elementav teacher
populatio~~
. The mentoring component o f this grant project also continued during this final year of the
grant. The concept of a buildinglevel, science resource person will
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be a continuing one, a provision of
the adoption proposal for the FOSS
materials and the elementary curriculum. Teachers are convinced
that this is a vital and necessary part
of continuing support to teachers in
making changes in science education.
Keys to Succesa of the Change
Process: Some Final Thoughts
As the teacher leader-group has
reflected on the experiences of the
last several years, it has become
clear that the following elements
have been crucial to the level of
success achieved in making the
changes in science education in U46:
1 . Grant funds to support the professional growth of large numbers of teachers.
2. Focus on the National Science Education Stundards as
guiding principles in the development of both the professional growth experiences and
the elementary science curriculum.
3. Use of teachers as peer trainers
and mentors.
4. Follow-up discussions and activities for continuity and support.
The commitment to high quality
science education in U-46 is strong.
Teachers see the excitement in students for learning science. The experience of teachers teaching teachers has been a powerful one for District U-46. It is a model that will be
used again as we begin to look at
changes in other curricular areas.

Professional Growth In School District U-46:
Realizing Our Potential
by Deborah Schmalholz, Ed.D.

Teacher Coordinatorfor Professional Growth
What Matters Most: Teachingfor
America 's Future ( 19961, the Report
of the National Commission on
Teaching and America's Future,
states that the nation's more complex, more knowledge-based, more
multicultural society presents a new
challenge for teachers. Today, educators are not only expected to know
their subject well but also to know
the diverse backgrounds and thinking of their students in order to create productive learning experiences.
Unlike other professions, initial
training for teachers is not standardized, and skill improvement during
their careers is not systematic.
Therefore, one of the Commission's
chief recommendations is the reinvention of teacher preparation and
professional development based on
research and effective programs.
A district-wide change initiative, The Partnership for Excellence
in Learning (PEL), begun in 1996, is
transforming education in School
District U-46. This change is based
on the principles that Patrick Dolan
outlined for the entire staff in August, 1996: increased collaboration.
communication and consensus for
continuous improvement. As part of
this system-wide restructuring, the
District has worked to change in a
fundamental way, its support system
for educators so that it is more responsive, more immediate, and
more related to the classroom.
in specific regard to professional development, the District
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and the Elgin Teachers' Associarion
have made a joint commitment to
support those closest to the students
in the classroom-the District's
teachers. The Elgin Agreement:
1996-2000 states that "The Board
and the Association agree that a
need for continuing emphasis on
professional growth for all teachers
exists within the school district."

Aspart of this
system-wide
restr~ct~ring,
the

District has worked
to change in a
,
-fundamental W ~ V its
support systemfor
educators so that it is
more responsive, more
immediate,andmore
related to the
To attain the objectives of high professional standards, teaching competency, individual self-realization,
and promotion of a progressive educational spirit in the District, "all
teachers are encouraged to seek and
engage in professional growth
throughout their teaching careers."
The School District U-46 Strategic Plm, also formulated and

adopted in 1996, recommends a
commitment to instructional staff
development programs that will ensure the continuous growth of
teachers' and support staffs' professional skills in their respective areas.
This improvement of instruction
has, as its ultimate goal, increased
student achievement. District
U-46 faculty, administrators and
support staff (teaching assistants,
library paraprofessionals, and bilingual hokelschool liaisons) have
always received train in^, but in proonce termed staff development or in-sew ice. The district
teachers have rated this type of
training as somewhat effective. In
order for faculty members to rate
training as highly effective, it must
support continuous improvement of
ski 11s. Such programs are more accurately described as professional
growth.
-..

The district teachers, according
to a needs-assessment survey cond~~tedi~1996-97,ha~eidentifieda
number of elernen ts as necessary to
their professional development
which are consistent with researchbased descriptions of effective programs. Newly created teacherleader positions, remodeled training
facilities, expanded building and
district committee responsibilities,
increased site-based decisionmaking, and increased financial
support are now facilitating more
responsive and more relevant p m
fessional growth for District U-46
instructional s-.
In that survey,
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the teachers expressed cautious optimism about the future of the District's professional growth program.
Overall, the District and the Elgin
Teachers' Association have made
their commitment evident, and staff
members are taking active roles in
improving their skills which, in turn,
will help students to improve their
academic achievement.

I

1
I
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Central Office Support
One result of that commitment
was the creation of a central office
position (new in 1996): The
Teacher Coordinator for Professional Growth. Prior to this time, an
administrator was responsible for
staff development, but the position
and monetary support for programs
were cut during a budget crisis, with
the responsibilities parceled out to
remaining administrators. With the
passage of a referendum, careful
financial planning and strong leadership since then, professional development was restored to a prominent place in the District's plan of
action. The Teacher Coordinator's
job description specified that this
position would be filled by al-1 esperienced district teacher, one of the
ways of immediately underscoril~g
the importance o f a teacher-based
professional development program.
The Teacher Coordinator joins the
directors, coordinators and Assistant
Superintendent in the Educational
Services and Accountability Department (new in 1996-98), which
includes curricular areas. special
programs, research, assessment, accountabi lity, and professional
growth--all aligned with purpose
and sewice.
The Teacher Coordinator and
the Professional Growth Secretary
are housed at Central Administration in the Professional Growth
Center, an entire first floor wing that
was remodeled in 1996 to accom-
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modate the need [or professional
development services.

The Teacher Coordinator's main
responsibilities include:
matching instructional staffs'
professional development requests with appropriate resources;
notifying staff of professional
growth opportunities;
coordinating district-wide, grade
level(s), and subject area requests and resources;
a
supporting site-based school
improvement;
working with administrators to
support teachers in their continuous professional improvement;

The teachers expressed
cautious optimism
about the future ofthe
District's prof e s s i o d
growth program
aligning professional growth
support with district, state and
national standards, initiatives,
and mandates;
providing professional development activities for the district's teaching assistants;
horne/school liaisons and library
paraprofessionals;
supporting the PEL process by
providing secretarial services
for training teams and for the
Resource Trainers;
processing the forms associated
with requests and proposals.

The secretary's main responsibilities include:
a
facilitating communicrrtions;
maintaining various databases
for instructional staff professional development;
w
facilitating activities that take
place in the Professional
Growth Center;
supporting the PEL process by
providing secretarial services
for training teams and for the
Resource Trainers;
processing the forms associated
with requests and proposals.
The Professional Growth Center
is located at Central Administration,
355 E. Chicago Street in Elgin, Illinois. This first-floor area of the

building includes:
Ofices for the Teacher Coordinator and the Secretary for Professional Growth;
Room 1B, a small conference
room;
a

Room lC, a large conference
area;
Room ID, a Macintosh com-

puter training tab;
Rooms 1E and IF, Windows
computer training labs.

The Professional Growth Center
also houses the Teacher Center, a
resource area for teachers to create
materials for classroom use (for free
or at greatly reduced costs) and to
discuss instructional ideas with colleagues. The Teacher Center is also
open to members of the community,
especially parents, and is staffed by
district teachers on the following
schedule during the school year:
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
from 3:OO-5:00p.m. and Saturdays
from 8:00 a.m. to noon (except long
weekends).

Major Components of District U46 Professional Growth
One of the Teacher Coordinator's first high-priority responsibilities was to conduct a district-wide
survey to assess teachers' needs for
professional support, the results of
which would form the basis for development and delivery of professional growth activities. It was im-

portant and necessary to assess the
immediate needs of teachers in the
district classrooms so that the new
system could provide timely support. Such a district-wide assessment was not to be limited to a onetime survey, but the 1996-97 Needs
Assessment Survey has provided
direction for professional development in the District. Some items
have already been enacted; others
are currently underway; others are
goals for future action.

The most-often
mentioned long-term
goal of survey
respondents, regardless
of their position or years
of experience, was the
improvement of their
skills as teachers in
their classrooms.
Based on the 1996-97 districtwide survey results and other assessments since then, the professional growth programs and policies
that have k e n enacted in the last
three years are consistent with the
body of research that already exists
on effective professional develop
ment. Six major components, supported by research in the field, form
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the context for professional growth
in District U-46.
Teu~bhersare involved in the planning and selection ofpraclicaI, utilitarian, professional development
programs.
In the 1996-97 survey, the majority of participating teachers rated
the District's staff development policy as somewhat effective, one reason being that it was sometimes
teacher-based. Regarding the minurity response that the policy was
highly effective. a main reason
given was staff development's close
relationship to their needs in their
buildings. When teachers gave ratings of low cffect iveness, a main
reason given was that staff development was too general and did not
specifically address their concerns.
The most-often mentioned longterm goal of survey respondents,
regardless of their position or years
of experience, was the improvement
of their skills as teachers in their
classrooms. Serving their students
in the best learning environment is
the focal point for these teachers'
professional growth. Atid the camments most often written at the end
of the survey were, in effect, thanks
for asking for their opinions and the
hope they will be heard. While
many teachers expressed cynicism
at this latest district initiative for
change (and not without cause because they have seen programs
come and go with little or no direction or sustained purpose), many
more teachers were optimistic about
the prospects for their future professional growth: "Wheels turn slowly,
but I think we're on the right track."
They saw the survey as a positive
step toward increased communications and collaboration for this purpose.
The priority needs of district
teachers as identified in that survey,

in conjunction with other assessments and evaluative data, form the

basis for both immediate and ongoing support in the following areas:
Technology used as an instructional tool to deliver the curriculum
and as a communication tool remains a high-priority need, especially in light ofthe District's muftimillion-dollar infusion of hardware
and electronic infrastructure as well
as in response to the changing nature of the workplace our students
will enter.

Teachers are eager
to move beyond the
traditional model of the
isolated teacher in the
single classroom to
regular articulation and
consultation with their
fellow teachers.
Lattguuge Arrs and Reading are
the focus of a major, multi-year district initiative that has as its ultimate
goal the improvement of student
learning in all curricular areas and in
all grade levels. This particular area

of district-wide professional development has been cited as an exemplary program in Best Practice: New
Standardsfor Teachers and Leurning in America 's Schools (Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 1998).
Math and most recently Science
have also been toppriority areas for
professional development support
with recent curriculum adoptions
and new instructional materials, especially in science where a constructivist, hands-on approach has
replaced a district handbook.
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UurrricuIum development and
revision is an on-golng process undertaken by district-wide committees of teachers who also make recommendations for professional development programs necessary for
the successful implementation o f the
curriculum.
Special and Regular Education
are coordinating more support, especially on collaborative work in the
classroom in order to serve multiple-ability students.
Instruction for rr diversr studeni
body is the necessary methodology
of every teacher, not only our bilingual staff, given the many and varied communities served by District
U-46, where "America goes to
school everyday."
District-wide professional
growth programs in support of these
needs have been designed to encompass a wide variety of options
for adult learners, to consider varying levels of their expertise, to be as
close to classrovm experience as
possible, and to provide long-term
plans with fullow-up componeiits.
Such programs include:

a

extensive systems of in-house
train-the-trainer. information
mentor, and teacher-leader
building resource persons;
advanced training for teacher
leaders;
in-building and in-classroom
training for specific applications;
modeling strategies;
coordination of irl-district experts and outside district specialists;
parent, community, business
and teacher collaborations;
systematic coordinativn of district, county, state and national
grant funding and resources.

--

-

-

Much like the stock market, investments in instructional staffs
professional growth (time, energy
and funding) are up-way up-from
three years ago. Increased and improved communications among the
buildings, central office, teachers,
administrators and support staff-again, aided by the PEL processhave facilitated timely and appropriate responses to requests for professional development activities.

tently include collaboration, such as
networking meetings with their
grade-level or content area colleagues and partnerships with universities, cultural institutions, and
community groups (see Table 1).
Teachers are eager to move beyond
the traditional model of the isolated
teacher in the single classroom to
regular articulation and consultation
with their fellow teachers. lnstructional best practice includes cooperative learning among students;
what better role models for these
children than adults working toPartnerships with area gether to improve their own levels
of learning? As a 29-year veteran
universities h awe
teacher commented in the 1996-97
provided district staff
survey, "The concepts of collaboration
are perhaps developing-but it
with opt-site cohort
will need to come from new rootsdegree programs and
let's not just add water unless we
credit c o m e work, with can drown the old.''
Such partnerships in learning
some in-disfrict
have taken many forms in district
personnel as
professional growth programs. For
the District has increascourse ~ ~ S ~ P U C ~ O P S . example,
ingly capitalized on the in-house
expertise that already exists and has
sought to develop it even further
A district-wide Professional Growth
through the use of in-district trainers
Committee and its subcommittees
and consultants. School and teacher
(with
representatives
from
every
requests are communicated to cen. .
.
.
.
school, every district department,
tral office and then routed to the
and administration) provide imporappropriate and available expert,
tant links with the site-based professuch as a teacher presenting a studysional growth cornmittees. Also, the
skills session to a parent-teacher
curriculum coordinators and their
organization meeting or a school
district committees. principals' fosocial worker presenting requested
cus erouns. and the electronic netinformation at a support staff inwork (bulletin boards, email, and
service session. District staff offer
web sites) increase corn tnunicaiion
their expertise, or curriculum coorabout what is needed for support in
dinators and administrators identify
the classrooms.
qualified trainers and presenters.
District funding supports, as needed,
Educators are linked lo each other
the advanced training of district
to crmte a larger learning commuteachers who are given released
n ir):
time OF stipends to share their experDistrict U-46 teachers' suggestise.
tions for support of their immediate
District-wide networks of gradeneeds and long-tern goals consislevel or subject-area teachers have

-

-
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also increased in response to teacher
needs for articulation o f curriculum
and instructional strategies. These
networks have taken the form of
meetings that rotate among host
schools and of electronic postings
on the district server. In and out-ofdistrict classroom visitations and
observations are encouraged and
supported at the district level, especially for-but not limited tbeginning teachers. Funding for
staff attendance at professional conferences is provided both at the
building level and, for teacher leaders, at the district level.
Connections to colleagues outside the district take a variety of
forms. Partnerships with area universities have provided district staff
with on-site cohort degree programs
and credit course work, with some
in-district personnel as course instructors. Other examples of these
higher education partnerships include Northern Illinois University's
Project TEAM ( a science educatorin-training and science teacher partnership), Aurora University's use of
District U-46 technology labs as a
hub site, Elgin Community College's distance-learning resources.
and National-Louis University's
reading research project.
District U-46 has also strengthened its ties to the Kane County Regional Office of Education by providing county programs facilitated
by U-46 staff and by coordinating
more resources for expansion of
district programs. For example, district teachers participate in the regional subject area networks
through the ROE which utilizes an
information loop back to the indistrict networks. More diverse use
of district and community facilities
as sites for professional growth activities has advanced the idea of the
District as a learning community,
such as an in-service session on
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Forming School and Business Partnerships presented by the District's
Coordinator of Grants and Business
Partnerships at St. Joseph's Hospital
in Elgin.

Teachers expressed
frustration between
developing subject-area
expertise and more
general professional
growth activities that,
at times, seemed to
have no relationship
to each other.
The needs of individual educa~ors
are balanced, to the degree possible, with the needs of the school.
In the 1996-97 survey, and it1
evaluations of programs since then,
teachers rated bui lding-level staff
development as extremely effective
because of its closeness to their
classroom needs, and district-wide
programs that are directly related to
district curriculum are mentioned
consistently as extremely effective.
However, low or no effectiveness
ratings are given to programs that
are too general and not relevant to
teacher needs in supporting student
achievement. Teachers expressed
frustration between developing subject-area expertise and more general
professional growth activities that,
at times, seemed to have no relationship to each other: "1'11 take the
responsibility for what I need to
teach my class; just make up your
mind and let me do it!"
Development of a district plan
for professional development according to the district strategic plan

has been completed, and the first
year of a three-year plan is underway. Through increased district and
building committee communication,
as well as through a revised school
improvement plan process, alignment and articulation of individual,
school and district plans is improving. Individual and small group
plans for new initiatives in professional growth have been encouraged
at the district-wide committee level
and at the individual school and district departments.
Also in the 1996-97 survey, new
teachers spoke with one voice about
the need for a mentoring support
system, which is both a personal and
classroom need. The District and
the Elgin Teachers Association have
reached an agreement that establishes a formal mentoring system for
teachers new to the profession.
These points of the District Professional Development Program will
also be affected by whatever regulations and responsibilities the state of
lllinois places on teachers and administrators for certification and
renewal of licenses.
Opportunifies for experimenfalion
with and reflection on best practice
are scheduled into the teachers'
workday.
The majority of respondents felt
that the District's staff development
policy in 1996-97 was only somewhat effective, mainly because there
was poor communication about professional growth and limited opportunities for teachers to take part.
The limitations were mainly due to
lack of a district-wide professional
growth plan, lack of administrative
support (especially with regard to
scheduling TIME during the school
day for immediate, relevant training), and lack of FUNDMG for all
teachers to participate.
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The main long-term goal for

most respondents was the updating
and improvement of teaching skills,

There is a strong desire on the part
of district teachers to remain current
in their field in order to best serve
students. Other often-mentioned
goals were the development of creative projects and expanded instructional leadership roles: goals that
ultimately affect student learning
and that District U-46 teachers are
ready to work toward. Even a 29year teaching veteran exclaimed, "1
am willing to experiment to grow."

The District hus instituted an administrative
internship program to
prep are administrators,
particuia rly elementary
principals, exclusively
for DiFtrict (1-46
schools,
Since 1996, the budget in support of professional growth has increased dramatically, as have creative initiatives and effective delivery, including the increased use of
released time for teachers and administrators to participate. Stipends
for some Summer and after-school
programs have been instituted as
well. Expanded roles and responsibilities, in-building professional
growth support systems, interestbased bargaining on the salary
schedule and working conditions to
accommodate new roles, and the
PEL process for site-exception
waivers have a11 contributed to the
systematic change in support of district professional growth.
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There has also been increased
support for adrn inistrative professional development, as well as increased articulation between administrative and instructional staffs'
programs and their purposes. The
District has instituted an adrninistrative internship program to prepare
administrators, particularly elementary principals, exclusively for District U-46 schools. With in-district
personnel as instructors of subjectspecific workshops, and with working as assistant principals in a mentoring relationship, the interns are
receiving site-specific, field-based
support that is rooted in instruct ional leadership.

A clearly defined plan is aligned
with professionu/ and educational
srundardr. and is provided with stdble, high qualip support.
Teachers in the 1996-97 survey
who rated the District's professional
growth policy and their personal
experience of district programs as
very or extremely effective did so
because they felt they had many
opportunities to participate. However, these responses were in the
minority. Four of the top seven
suggestions for future district poIicy
specified commitment to professional growth from both the district
and the teachers: ( I ) opportunities
for ALL teachers; (2) incentives; (3)
required evidence of professional
development; and (4) a clear district-wide plan that builds over time.
These suggestions are also consistent with the state-IegisIated mandate that professional growth be an
integral part of teacher certification
in Illinois.
Suggestions from the survey for
support of teachers' immediate
needs have since become practice in
delivery of district professional
growth, including more time (released time, time built into the

school day via creative scheduling,
and institute day planning via the
school calendar). Also, stipends for
out-of-school training time have
increased, as has communication
about professional growth opportunities.
The Professional Growth Coordinator in a central office. a dedicated budget, and the District Plan
for Professional Growth (see
Graphic Overview-Table 2) as mandated by District Strategic

More effective
support of teachers '
long-termprof e h d
development goals will
necessitate broradw
and deeper changes.
Plan and recommended by research
and best practice, are all in place
and functioning. This model of cotlaboration and consensus is continually being aligned at the state and
national level, too. The District is
an organizational member of both
the National StaffDevelopment
Council and the lllinois Staff Development Council.
However. more effective support of teachers' long-tern professional development goals will necessitate broader and deeper
changes. Flexible scheduling of the
school day, professional growth
credits for salary increases, and
more in-district offerings of both
training and advanced coursework
were mentioned most often. The
creation of new leadership positions
which would allow many ways for
individuals to use their talents and
expertise without having to leave

teaching was also a great concern.
These concerns rue all currently being addressed.
The professional growth program is
planned with consistent analyses of
student outcomes as a measure of its
eflectiveness.
District professional growth
policy will be rated as highly effective if changes occur in the classroom that produce positive results
for students, as 1996-97 survey respondents listed the top indicator of
effectiveness. One participant
wrote, "Children should be the
highest priority; we must all work in
an open atmosphere to serve them."
In the third International Math and
Science Study, the following was
given as a possible reason for the
achievement gap between topscoring international students and
mid-level American students: the
link between student learning and
teacher professional development
(Pursuing Excellence, 1996). While
U.S. teachers spend more time in the
classroom, their international counterparts, notably in Japan and Germany, spend more time collaborating with each other and preparing
their lessons. The school schedule
is organized to support educators by
giving them blocks of time to pursue
these forms of professional growth,

which then seems to support increased student achievement.

While U.S. teachers
spend more time
in the classroom,
their international
counterparts, notably in
Japan and Germany,
spend more time
collaborating with each
other and preparing
their lessons.
The emergence of a District
Plan for Professional Growth that is
aligned with district, state, and national standards; the continuous
evaluation of the effectivenesslappropriateness of the plan;
action on the plan; and reporting of
progress on this plan are in effect.
The U.S. Department of Education
assessment rubric for model professional development programs is
forming the basis of the assessment
of the District Plan, which will include evidence of best practice instruction, of student achievement,

and of continuous learning in District U-46. This year's addition of a
Director of Research, Accountability and Assessment and a District
Assessment Committee will facilitate the development of a districtwide assessment plan that coordinates their evaluations and action on
those evaluations with all other programs.
Conclusion
The teachers and all staff members of District U-46 are professionals who want to develop their skills
to make the best instructional decisions for students' benefit. Teachers
have given purpose and direction to
their professional development.
With their continued and increased
participation in the communication
process, and with district support,
these purposes can be achieved.
The teachers' cautious optimism in
1996 about the future of the District's professional growth program
seems to be well-grounded. Overall, the District has made its commitment evident, and faculty members are taking active roles in improving their skills which, in turn,
will help students to improve their
academic achievement. There is
still much to accomplish, but we are
well on our way to realizing our potential in School District U-46.
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TABLE 1
1996-97 Needs Assessment Survey Results
(Total number of district teachers: 1,9 I 1; Total number of respondents: 79 1 ; 4 1% return rate)
Question 3: "Please assign a priority rating (3=high; 2=rnoderate; l=low) to each of the following possible
professional growth activities."
Five activities received the most ratings as high priorities:
Activity
District-wide networks
Mentoring collaborations
In-district workshops
Local university collaborations/partnerships
Out-of-district presenters

Six activities received the most ratings as moderate priorities:
Regional/state/national networks
Student assessment development
Portfolio seIf-assessment
Professional literature and/or national standards study groups
Peer observinglcoaching
Curriculum writing

Three activities received the most ratings low priorities:
Nationat faculty collaborations
National certification process
Action research process
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High
288

132
235
145
134

242
206
66
80
110

Moderate
258

Low
98

293
305
272
287
267
286

2 14

167
211

381
357
250

249

116
250
232
149
165
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Interest Based Bargaining
by Richard Majka
Assistant Superintendentfor Employee Relations
nterest Based Bargaining is a
negotiations process developed through the Harvard
Negotiation Project. Roger
Fisher, Director of that Project, published a series of books including
Getting to Yes which details the
concepts of this bargaining approach. The underlying theory of
the program taught at Harvard is
that negotiations skills can be taught
and, therefore, improved. Also,
Fisher contends that, through this
process, settlements can be developed which better meet the needs of
both parties. The process calls for
originality and creativity in fashioning solutions and resolutions which
can address each party's concerns.
One example used at Harvard is
the story of two children who were
arguing over an orange. Finally the
parent reached a compromise for
both of them by simply cutting the
orange in half and giving each of the
children half of the orange. The girl
peeled the orange and threw away
the fruit saving the peel to use in a
cake she was making. The boy,
however, peeled the orange, threw
the peel away, and ate the fruit.
Obviously, the better solution, if
both of the parties' interests had
been identified and met, would have
been for the girl to receive all of the
peeling since baking the cake was
her primary interest, and the boy to
receive all of the fruit because he
simply wanted to eat an orange and
had no use for the peel. Such is the
nature of compromise at times in
negotiations-the result can be that
neither party gets what it wants.

I
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Determining the interests of the parties and working from that basis can
result in solutions which serve all
participants.

Ruth er than identifying
positions which
reflect traditional
negotiations, interests
are painstakingly
develo~edto reflect
what the parties bu@
want.from
the
negotiations process.
A

.

Interest Based Bargaining is a
multi-step process which attempts to
identify the interests of each party
clearly. Rather than identifying positions which reflect traditional negotiations, interests are painstakingly developed to reflect what the
parties truly want from the negotiations process.
Until a few years ago School
District U-46 experienced ongoing
labor strife. In 1991 , it had the
longest strike in Illinois when parties failed to reach agreement in the
negotiations process. After abbreviated negotiations, an agreement was
reached which paved the way for
significant work of all parties in
passing a referendum in the school
district in 1994. The contract was
again negotiated in 1996. At that
time, the union and district negotia-

tors met and underwent training in
the Interest Based Bargaining proc-

ess.
From the training grew the belief that Interest Based Bargaining
could perhaps be utilized in the
school district's negotiations, requiring additional training of both bargaining teams. A decision was
made to train both teams by bringing in two additional trainers. Two
management and two labor trainers
worked with the group of 26 individuals who represented the Elgin
Teachers Association and the
School District U-46 Board of Education. The management
team was
comprised mostly of administrators,
although several board members
participated in training. The Board
bas keenly aware of and interested
in the negotiations process with
members often sitting through sessions as observers.
Initially, approximately 3 7
items were identified for negotiations, and each team spent hours in
preparing interests and options related to each item. When negotiations began in earnest, both teams
were able to express interests for
each of the items, which were discussed one at a time. It's important
to note that each team also attempted to generate what might be
the interests of the other party relative to each item it was presenting.
This was very helpful in shifting
team perspectives.
The negotiations proceeded in a
very positive way and took considerably more time than traditional
negotiations would have needed to
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address the same points. However,
at each step of the way, the teams
were gaining not only insight and
understanding of each others' interests, but also a resolution to many of
the problems that were identified as
negotiation items were being developed. The process took approximately 300 hours at the bargaining
table over an eight month period.
However, the negotiations process
resulted in the longest labor agreement in the history of School District U-46, a historic four-year
agreement toward which both sides
felt very, very positive.
One of the key components of
the negotiations process was the
utilization of subcommittees to address particular areas of discussion
and to agree simply to delay negotiating some items until after the contract was resolved. A short list of
such items was developed as negotiations ended. Informal negotiations continued and finally resolved
several items including elementary,
extra duty jobs and a mentoring
program. Some revision of medical
costs had to be addressed through
the course of informal negotiations
after the contract was completed. In
spire of the fact that team commitment was the only pressure to resolve additional issues after the negotiation process was finished, that
commitment enabled the District to
continue to move ahead in its labor
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relations program for the benefit of
both parties.
NOW Interest Based Bargaining
is thought af as a process which can
be utilized to address a variety of
concerns in the school district.

The labor/employee
relations program
unfolding in the District
is a positive one,
a foundation for
maintaining a
perspective regarding a
complete change
process in the district.
Subsequently, the District began
contract discussions on its bargaining agreement early, exploring options related to the length of the
middle school instructional day and
n ~ a ing
k adjustments and adaptations
in the agreement which had been
previously developed.
If it sounds as though District
U-46 is engaged in perpetual negotiations with its primary labor organization, that would not be far
from the truth. However, the negotiations process must be dynamic to
address concerns that arise continu-

ally between parties so that there is
no build up of negative tension as
"real" negotiation time approaches.
In this way, interest based bargaining can be utilized to develop resolutions to areas of mutual concern
without negativism, antagonism or
the threat of labor action. The labodemployee relations program unfolding in the District is a positive
one, a foundation for maintaining a
perspective regarding a complete
change process in the district.
The Partnership for Excellence
in Learning was put together a short
ti111eafter the negotiations were finalized. The charge to this group
was to explore options for change in
the school district. Although this
approach has been utilized in other
districts, contract negotiations could
negatively impact an ongoing dialogue regarding doing business differently. Fortunately for School
District U-46, utilizing the Interest
Based Bargaining process laid a
foundatiotl which appears to have
put labor issues related to negotiation on a stable footing so that other
change agents and other change areas could be addressed in the school
district. The Interest Based Bargaining process has opened many
doors of communication between
parties to address and resolve their
areas of interest and concern on an
ongoing basis.
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